In the first of a series of forthcoming publications, we present a panchromatic catalog of 102 visually-selected early-type galaxies (ETGs) from observations in the Early Release Science (ERS) program with the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) on the Hubble -2 -Space Telescope (HST) of the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey-South (GOODS-S) field. Our ETGs span a large redshift range, 0.35 z 1.5, with each redshift spectroscopically-confirmed by previous published surveys of the ERS field. We combine our measured WFC3 ERS and ACS GOODS-S photometry to gain continuous sensitivity from the rest-frame far-UV to near-IR emission for each ETG. The superior spatial resolution of the HST over this panchromatic baseline allows us to classify the ETGs by their small-scale internal structures, as well as their local environment. By fitting stellar population spectral templates to the broad-band photometry of the ETGs, we determine that the average masses of the ETGs are comparable to the characteristic stellar mass of massive galaxies, 10 11 < M * [M ⊙ ]< 10 12 .
Introduction
The star-formation histories of early-type galaxies (ellipticals and S0s, hereafter denoted ETGs) are now known to be considerably more diverse than had been originally expected. Optical broadband photometry initially suggested that ETGs in the local universe were largely composed of a homogeneous, old (> 10 Gyr), and passively evolving stellar populations that were formed at a uniformly high redshift via the "monolithic collapse" scenario (e.g., Eggen, Lynden-Bell, and Sandage 1962; Tinsley 1980) . However, high precision optical spectrophotometry (e.g., O'Connell 1980; Rose 1985; Worthey et al. 1994; Trager et al. 2000) shows that a significant fraction of nearby ETGs experienced prolonged episodes of star-formation, lasting until a few gigayears ago. Their inferred luminosity-weighted ages have recently been found to correlate with velocity dispersion as well as environment (Graves et al. 2009; Clemens et al. 2009; Scott et al. 2009 ), so the mechanisms driving recent star-formation activity in ETGs are now coming into better focus. Cool interstellar material capable of fueling star-formation is also frequently present in ETGs (e.g. Morganti et al. 2006; Lucero and Young 2007, and references therein) . These, and many other lines of evidence, including fine-structure (e.g., rings, shells, and ripples) in nearby ETGs (Schweizer et al. 1990; Colbert et al. 2001; Salim & Rich 2010; Kaviraj 2010) , statistics of close pairs (Patton et al. 2002) , and the evolution of galaxy morphologies (van Dokkum 2005; van Dokkum et al. 2010) , point toward a hierarchical, merger-dominated assembly of ETGs over an extended period (Toomre and Toomre by a single burst of star-formation to the broad-band spectral energy distribution (SED) of the ETGs, the results from which we used to measure the absolute photometry of the ETGs. In §3.4 and §3.5, we discuss the multi-wavelength morphological properties of the ETGs. In §4, we discuss the impact of the ETG selection criteria on catalog completeness. In §5 and §6, we present the rest-frame photometry transformation and discuss the rest-frame UV-optical photometry of the ETGs, respectively.
Throughout this paper we assume a ΛCDM cosmology with Ω m =0.27, Ω Λ =0.73, and H 0 =70 km s −1 Mpc −1 (Komatsu et al. 2011) . We use the following designations : F225W, F275W, F336W, F435W, F606W, F775W, F850LP, F098M, F125W, and F160W represent the HST filters throughout; g ′ and r ′ represent the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) filters (Fukugita et al. 1996) ; FUV and NUV represent the GALEX 150 & 250 nm filters, respectively (Morrissey et al. 2005) . Throughout, we quote all fluxes on the AB-magnitude system (Oke and Gunn 1983) .
Observations
Our sample of ETGs is drawn from the HST imaging with Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) and WFC3, which was obtained as part of the ERS program. Near-UV and near-IR observations were acquired as part of the WFC3 ERS program (HST Program ID #11359, PI: R. W. O'Connell), a 104 orbit medium-depth survey using the HST UVIS and IR cameras. A general introduction to the performance and calibration of the WFC3 is provided in Windhorst et al. (2011) .
The ERS program observed approximately 50 square arcminutes in the GOODS-S field with the HST WFC3 UVIS in three filters: F225W and F275W for 2 orbits, and F336W for 1 orbit, per pointing, respectively. The program observed approximately 40 square arcminutes in the same field with the WFC3 IR in three filters: F098M, F125W, and F160W, each for 2 orbits per pointing. The 5σ 50% point-source completeness limits are: F225W=26.3, F275W=26.4, F336W=26.1, F098M=27.2, F125W=27.5, and F160W=27.2 mag (see Windhorst et al. 2011 ). The analysis presented here was completed using mosaicked images produced for each of the UVIS and IR band tilings, and each image mosaic was drizzled to a pixel scale equal to 0.090 ′′ pixel −1 . The UVIS filters have a small known red-leak (i.e., contamination by unwanted long-wavelength photons), which contributes no more than 3.0% of the total flux, even for ETGs at moderate redshift (see Appendix A).
The WFC3 mosaics roughly cover the northern one-third of the GOODS-S field (Giavalisco et al. 2004) , and we incorporate the pre-existing ACS dataset (F435W, F606W, F775W, and F850LP) with the WFC3 observations. We produced mosaicked images of the GOODS-S ACS data, which were binned to match the pixel scale of the WFC3 UVIS/IR mosaics.
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Selection Criteria
We require our galaxies to have: (1) been imaged in all UV and IR bands, to uniform depth; (2) a spectroscopically-confirmed redshift in the range 0.35 z 1.5; and (3) an ETG morphology.
There are many techniques for identifying ETGs at intermediate redshift. We are particularly motivated to include in our sample ETGs that encompass all possible star-formation histories, thus we do not select ETGs using traditional optical color-based methods, since these may be biased toward specific star-formation histories. For example, photometric selection techniques (e.g., optical color selection, see Bell et al. 2004 )-which assume a quiescent template SED-will exclude ETGs with on-going or recent star-formation. The quantitative morphological classification of galaxies is an alternative method of identifying a sample of ETGs (e.g., Conselice et al. 2003; Abraham et al. 2003; Lotz et al. 2004 ). However, the robustness of each of these classifiers can be dramatically affected by a variety of systematics, such as the image signal-to-noise ratio (Conselice et al. 2003; Lisker 2008) and the bandpass in which the technique is applied (Taylor-Mager et al. 2007; Conselice et al. 2008) . In lieu of these techniques, we select our sample by visual classification. This technique is subjective, and as such can introduce new biases, but it has been successfully applied to the identification of both low redshift (z ∼0.1; Schawinski et al. 2007 ) and intermediate redshift (z 1.3; Postman et al. 2005; Ferreras et al. 2009) ETGs. We will demonstrate in §4 that the spectroscopic redshift requirement, and not the morphological selection technique, is the most significant source of bias.
To identify our sample, ETGs were identified (M.J.R.) and then independently confirmed by coauthors (S.K., R.M.C.) by visual inspection of the GOODS ACS F606W, F775W, and F850LP and ERS WFC3 IR F098M, F125W, and F160W image mosaics. The galaxies included in this sample exhibited the morphological characteristics of early-type galaxies-i.e. these galaxies exhibited a centrally peaked light profile, which declines sharply with radius, a high degree of rotational symmetry, and a lack of visible internal structure.
UV imaging can provide unique insight into the star-formation history of ETGs. Thus, we require our sample ETGs to be observed in each of the UV filter mosaics. To ensure that all galaxies were observed to a similar depth, we also require each ETG in the sample to be observed in the UV and IR image mosaics for at least the mean exposure time measured for each filter as given by Windhorst et al. (2011) . Since we are interested in the star-formation histories of ETGs, and the WFC3 UVIS channel is only sensitive to UV emission at λ ∼ 1500Å for objects at redshift z 0.35, we define this redshift as low-redshift cutoff of the sample. The high-redshift cutoff was selected to ensure that the visual inspection and classification of the ETG -in the filter set outlined above -considers the rest-frame V-band morphology. We are sensitive to at least the UV-optical SED of every ETG in our catalog.
The spectroscopic redshifts for these ETGs were derived from the analyses of spectra ob--6 -tained with the Very Large Telescope (Popesso et al. 2009; Le Fèvre et al. 2004; Szokoly et al. 2004; Mignoli et al. 2005; Ravikumar et al. 2007; Vanzella et al. 2008; Popesso et al. 2009 ) and Keck Telescopes (Strolger et al. 2004; Daddi et al. 2005 ) and the HST ACS Grism (G800L) (Daddi et al. 2005; Pasquali et al. 2006; Ferreras et al. 2009 ).
We find 102 ETGs that satisfy these selection criteria.
Photometry
We measured object fluxes using SExtractor in dual-image mode (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) , with the WFC3 F160W image as the detection band. For source detection, we required sources to be detected in minimally four connected pixels, each at ≥ 0.75σ above the local computed skybackground. For deblending, we adopted a contrast parameter of 10 −3 with 32 sub-thresholds. Object photometry was determined with MAG AUTO parameters Kron factor equal to 2.5 and minimum radius equal to 3.5 pixels.
We adopted gains for each filter using the mean exposure time calculated for each mosaic as follows: F225W and F275W equal to 5688 sec; F336W equal to 2778 sec and F098M, F125W, and F160W equal to 5017 sec (see Windhorst et al. 2011) . From Kalirai et al. (2009a,b) we assumed zeropoints for the filter set F225W, F275W, F336W, F098M, F125W, F160W equal to 24.06, 24.14, 24.64, 25.68, 26.25, 25 .96 mag, respectively. We assumed zeropoints for the filter set F435W, F606W, F775W, and F850LP equal to 25.673, 26.486, 25.654, and 24 .862 mag, respectively 1 .
In Table 1 we present the measured photometry for the ETGs. SExtractor non-detections are designated " · · · " (23 galaxies) and ETG fluxes with detections fainter than the recovery limits (discussed below) are designated "-" (52 galaxies), as explained in the footnotes of Table 1. The combination of the stable WFC3 UV-optical-IR PSF and high spatial resolution allows many compact or low surface brightness (SB) ETG candidates to be detected and measured. These candidates may meet the morphological selection criteria in the "detection" image, but in dualimage mode SExtractor returns flux measurements for these ETGs which are significantly below the formal completeness limits in the "measurement" image. Their formal flux uncertainties are larger than ∼1 mag (implying a signal-to-noise ratio 1). To ascertain the reliability of these faint flux measurements in the UV bandpasses, we inserted simulated galaxies into the images, and performed an object recovery test to measure the flux level where the signal-to-noise typically approaches ∼1. To derive 90% confidence limits, we inserted ∼60,000 simulated galaxy images representing a range of total magnitudes (24 mag < m < 30 mag) and half-light radii (0.8 ′′ < r hl < 2.25 ′′ ) into each of the UVIS mosaics, and measured the fraction of simulated galaxies which were recovered by SExtractor, using the same SExtractor configuration as discussed above. The simulated galaxies -7 -were defined with an r 1/4 ("bulge") or exponential SB profile ("disk") . From these simulations, we estimated the 90% recovery limits for simulated bulge profiles with half-light radius of 1. ′′ 0 equal to F225W=26.5, F275W=26.6, F336W=26.4, and F435W=26.7 mag, respectively. We interpret ETGs with magnitudes fainter than these recovery limits as 1-σ upper limits.
In Figure 1 , we provide ten-band postage stamp images of the ETGs. These images are converted to flux units (nJy), and displayed with the same linear gray-scale. Each postage stamp measures 11. ′′ 2 on a side. In Table 1 , the typical measured photometric uncertainties are small, and the typical uncertainties associated with an m=25 mag galaxy in the ERS and GOODS-S object catalog are: 0.26 (F225W), 0.24 (F275W), 0.34 (F336W), 0.06 (F435W), 0.05 (F606W), 0.07 (F775W), 0.07 (F850LP), 0.11 (F098M), 0.07 (F125W), and 0.12 mag (F160W), respectively. On average, the measured photometric uncertainties are larger for the UVIS bandpasses for this catalog. This can be largely attributed to the lower telescope throughput, the lower intrinsic ETG flux, and the shorter effective exposure time per pixel in each UVIS bandpass, compared to the ACS and WFC3/IR instruments and image mosaics (see Fig. 1 in Windhorst et al. 2011 ).
In Figure 13 , the distribution of these galaxies is plotted as a solid histogram, and the distribution of all available spectroscopic redshifts in the CDF-S field is shown as a dashed histogram. The redshift peaks in this distribution at z ≈ 0.53, 0.67, 0.73, 1.03, 1.09, 1.22, and 1.3 correspond to known large-scale structures in the Chandra Deep Field-South (CDF-S) (Gilli et al. 2003; Popesso et al. 2009 ).
Stellar Population Modeling
To measure absolute photometric properties of the ETGs, we first fit the population synthesis models of Bruzual and Charlot (2003) (hereafter, BC03) to the broad-band observed Optical-IR (F435W, F606W, F775W, F850LP, F098M, F125W, F160W) SED of each ETG, applying the standard techniques outlined in Papovich et al. (2001) . The template library of models we used in this fitting routine was generated for BC03 single burst stellar templates defined by a Salpeter IMF, solar metallicity, no extinction from dust, and with the star-formation history of the single burst defined by an exponentially declining function, weighted by time constant, τ , i.e.,:
These models were defined for a grid of time constants 2 (−2.0 < log(τ [Gyr]) < 2.0) and ages (1×10 8 < t(yr) < 13.7 × 10 9 ).
We minimize the goodness-of-fit χ 2 statistic between this library of synthetic and observed fluxes to determine the optimal model 3 . For each galaxy, we required the best-fitting age parameter -8 -to not be greater than the age of the Universe at the redshift of the ETG. From this best-fitting template the appropriate k-correction was then calculated, yielding an absolute magnitude for each ETG in the r ′ , Johnson V, and F606W bandpasses (see Figure 14) .
We fit the observed SEDs in this limited filter selection to ensure that the rest-frame optical and near-IR emission, which provides the best indication to the majority (old) stellar populations extant in the ETGs, is included in determining the best-fit spectral template. Fitting single burst models to the limited SED also ensures that rest-frame UV emission is largely excluded from the fitting. Emission at UV wavelengths that arises from multiply-aged young (< 1 Gyr) and old (≫ 1 Gyr) stellar populations or minority UV-bright old stellar populations (see §1) may not be well-fit with these single burst models. A detailed modeling of these complex stellar populations is beyond the intended scope of this work and we will present a more detailed analysis of the stellar populations extant in the ETGs in future work (Rutkowski et al., in prep.) .
Typical reduced χ 2 determined from the SED-fitting were small ( χ 2 ν = 1.1) for ETGs at redshift z 0.6 (22 ETGs 4 ). For this subset of ETGs, the mean mass, age and log(τ [Gyr] ) were derived from the broad-band Optical-IR SED fitting, and measured to be equal to 1.1×10 10 M ⊙ , 2.8×10 9 yr, and −0.3, respectively. At redshifts z 0.6, the optical GOODS filter set is sensitive to significant rest-frame near-UV emission, the stellar source of which is not inherently well-described by the models in the single burst library used in this analysis. Nonetheless, the majority of ETGs at z > 0.6 are well-fitted by the single burst models. Only 13 ETGs were "failures" (which we define as ETGs with minimum χ 2 ν > 5); 11 of these ETGs had spectroscopic redshifts greater than 1. At this high redshift, the F435W ACS is sensitive to UV emission (λ > 1800Å) exclusively. Excluding these "failures", the mean mass, age and log(τ [Gyr] ) of this high redshift subset of the catalog are measured to be equal to: 9.2×10 9 M ⊙ , 2.8×10 9 yr, and −0.3, respectively. This SED analysis demonstrates that we have identified a population of galaxies that are generally: 1) 'peaky" (i.e., low τ ) in their star-formation history; 2) old (i.e., bulk stellar population formed >1 Gyr ago); and 3) have stellar masses comparable to the characteristic stellar mass of red galaxies (∼10 11 M ⊙ , see Marchesini et al. 2009, cf. Figure 14 below) at these redshifts. At low redshift, these characteristics of the bulk stellar populations of galaxies are found more often to be associated with early-type galaxies (see, e.g., Bell et al. 2004 ). Thus, we initially conclude that we have selected galaxies representative of the class of intermediate to high mass ETGs.
Source Classification
In this section, we discuss the morphological properties and classification definitions for our ETGs. Although optical colors were not used to select or exclude ETGs, the color of the ETGs and/or neighboring galaxies may aid in understanding the star-formation history of the ETGs (see Peirani et al. 2010 ). In the following comments, the definition of the ETG "companion(s)" is made strictly based on the close proximity-in projection-of any two or more galaxies. Furthermore, the classifications below are not mutually exclusive. When galaxies meet the qualifications for multiple classifications, we provide only the unique classifications and/or the most general classification. To qualitatively assess the primary ETG, its local environment, and any possible companions, we inspect the GOODS three-color, four panel 7. ′′ 0 x 7. ′′ 0 cutouts prepared for four permutations 5 of the GOODS ACS F435W, F606W, F775W and F850LP images. In Figure 15 , we provide the GOODS color cutouts of an ETG representative of each of the following classes.
• Comment "Comp." -ETG identified with companions. We note cases where the colors of galaxies in the color cutouts are similar to our ETG. This similarity could suggest that the galaxies are at a similar redshift, which would indicate that our ETG is a member of a small group. We define two sub-classes :
-Comment "LSB-Comp." -Low surface brightness companions. ETGs with low SB companions are candidates for future work to study the role of minor mergers in moderating star-formation in intermediate redshift ETGs.
-Comment "b-Comp" -ETG has blue companions(s). We note objects which have projected companions that are bluer than the primary ETG in all color cutouts. We speculate the enhanced emission in the F435W and/or F606W bands suggest that these possible companions have higher star-formation rates than the primary ETG.
• Comment "d" -ETG exhibits dust lane. The existence of a dust lane in an ETG has implications for the merger and star-formation history of the ETG.
• Comment "c" -Compact profile. These ETGs are notably more compact than the typical ETG in our sample, but were not identified as stars in Ravikumar et al. (2007) or Windhorst et al. (2011) .
• Comment "DC" -ETG has double core. This designation applies to a single ETG (J033210.76-274234.6), which appears to be an ongoing major merger of two spheroidal galaxies both of which have prominent central cores.
• Comment "S0" -S0 candidate. These ETGs show evidence for a bright core-bulge component, continuous light distribution, and an extended disk-like profile.
• Comment "VGM" -Visual group member. These ETGs exist in a region of probable local overdensity of both early-and late-type galaxies, as well as low SB companions. Table 2 (Column 4), we comment on the morphology, light-profile, and the environment of our ETGs.
Active Galactic Nuclei
While weak active galactic nuclei (AGN) do not dominate the optical SED of their host ETG (Kron, Koo, & Windhorst 1985) , these may contribute emission in the UV spectrum of galaxies (Vanden Berk et al. 2001 , and references therein). Therefore, to understand the stellar sources of UV flux in our ETGs, we must identify and account for weak AGN contamination. AGN were flagged in our catalog by matching the positions of our ETGs to the X-ray (Giacconi et al. 2002; Luo et al. 2010 ) and radio (Miller et al. 2008 ) source catalogs. In Table 2 , we denote X-ray and/or radio sources as "X*" "R*", respectively (or "XR*" if the ETG was identified in both catalogs). We give the AGN classifications (Table 2, Column 3) from Szokoly et al. (2004) , which are based on the X-ray luminosity, hardness ratios, and optical line-widths. Nine ETGs in the catalog were matched with sources in the X-ray and/or radio.
Catalog Completeness
While our morphological selection criteria ensure our galaxies are generally representative of the class of ETGs, the high spatial resolution HST ACS and WFC3 imaging allows us to identify sub-structures (e.g., dust lanes, which would be unresolved in ground-based imaging) which ensures the catalog better captures the morphological diversity of ETGs. We also conclude that the ETG masses are approximately equal to the characteristic stellar mass parameter, 10 10 ≤M * [M ⊙ ]≤ 10 12 (see §3.3 and Figure 14) . Thus, our catalog is representative of the class of intermediate to high mass ETGs. Yet, our selection criteria must necessarily imply that the catalog is an incomplete assessment of the ETGs in the ERS survey volume. In this section, we discuss the extent to which selection criteria affects catalog completeness.
To quantify the number of ETGs we exclude from the catalog by enforcing the selection criteria, we inspected a randomly-selected region in the F160W mosaic with an area equal to ∼10% of the total area of the ERS field. Therein, we identified ∼180 galaxies which have sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio, surface brightness, and spatial extent to be morphologically-classified. We visually classified 45 of these galaxies as ETGs. Approximately 35% (17 ETGs) of these galaxies were included in the catalog. If we extrapolate this observed fraction to the full ERS field, we estimate that there are ∼1800 visually-classifiable galaxies in the field, of which ∼280 galaxies could have been morphologically classified as ETGs, but were not included in the catalog because they lacked spectroscopically-confirmed redshifts 6 . Thus, we can assume that as a result of the spectroscopic redshift incompleteness, we are likely excluding a population of ETGs approximately 2-3 times larger than the catalog in §3.2. We conclude that the requirement that each ETG have a spectroscopically-confirmed redshift most strongly prevents our definition of a complete sample of ETGs in the ERS field.
At low to intermediate redshift (z 0.6), this incompleteness disproportionately affects fainter galaxies. Large (greater than a few square degrees) spectroscopic surveys of thousands of galaxies have noted the paucity of low-luminosity (M B > −18) red galaxies (Weiner et al. 2005; Willmer et al. 2006 ). This paucity can be partly attributed to the difficulty associated with the measurement of spectroscopic redshifts for galaxies with largely featureless spectra, with few (or no) weak lines, that are common to quiescent faint galaxies. At high redshift (z 1), the measurement of spectroscopic redshifts is increasingly more difficult because ground-based optical-near IR spectrometers can not adequately constrain the 3648Å Balmer break. Furthermore, color-based candidate galaxy selection at optical wavelengths (e.g., F775W− F850LP> 0.6 mag; Vanzella et al. 2008 ) will intrinsically select high redshift (z > 1) ETGs with bluer rest-frame UV-optical colors. As a result, these technical limitations and color selections promote spectroscopic redshift incompleteness in surveys of red galaxies at high redshift across the mass spectrum.
We can not rule out the effect of cosmic variance in the ERS field as an additional source of incompleteness in the catalog. Willmer et al. (2006) measured the best-fit Schechter luminosity function parameters from 11,000 galaxies at z 1 in the DEEP2 Survey (Davis et al. 2007) , and provide these results for two sub-populations, "red" and "blue" galaxies 7 . Assuming the best-fit Schechter parameters for the "red" sample measured at z = 0.5, we estimate that the ERS survey volume defined for 0.4 < z < 0.7 contains only ∼1 luminous (M V < −22 mag) ETG.
Conversion to Rest-Frame UV-Optical Photometry
Our measured rest-frame FUV to optical photometry provides a uniform basis for studying the star-formation histories of our ETGs. Here we describe and apply an interpolation method to transform the observed photometry to a "standard" set of FUV, NUV, g ′ , r ′ , and Johnson V bandpasses. We select this filter set for our analysis because there are now extensive references in the literature which use the same set in the study of nearby and low-redshift ETGs (e.g. Kaviraj et al. 2007a; Schawinski et al. 2007; Ree et al. 2007; Kaviraj 2010 , and references therein).
First, we generated a library of hybrid spectral templates defined by two instantaneous bursts of star-formation. The first burst occurred at a fixed redshift (z = 3) with a fixed solar metallicity (Z 1 = Z ⊙ ). The second burst was modeled assuming a variable stellar mass fraction (f 2 ), age 2009; Ryan et al. 2010 ) that the number of ETGs at high redshift is a small fraction of the lower redshift (z < 1.5) ETG population 7 "Red" and "blue" galaxies are distinguished using the color criterion U−B=−0.032(MB + 21.52)+0.204 -12 -of burst (t 2 ), dust content characterized by E (B − V), and metallicity (Z 2 ). The full parameter space represented in the library of hybrid spectral templates is provided in Table 3 . Next, we identified a set (Table 4 ) of WFC3 and ACS "proxy" filters that most closely trace the bandpasses corresponding to the desired filters (FUV, NUV, Johnson V, g ′ , and r ′ ) at the relevant redshift. Finally, we folded the library of spectral templates with this filter set to determine the proxy and desired rest-frame colors. To define a general transformation function for each redshift, we fit a second-order polynomial to the desired colors as a function of proxy color. These transformations can be considered as a generalized k-correction.
The BC03 models are known to be an incomplete representation of the UV spectrum of ETGs with ages >3 Gyr (see Kaviraj et al. 2007a Kaviraj et al. , 2008 due to their treatment of the UV upturn. The UV energy distribution in the BC03 models does not include the effects of extreme HB stars which are expected to dominate this region of the spectrum of old stellar populations. Therefore, we use a set of templates which are a hybrid of BC03 models and Yi et al. (1999 Yi et al. ( , 2003 for stellar populations of ages 3 Gyr. This hybrid library has been demonstrated (Kaviraj et al. 2007a (Kaviraj et al. , 2008 to fit observed ETGs across a large redshift range (0 < z < 1) with both young and old UV-bright stellar populations.
The rest-frame UV-optical colors are given for our sample in Table 5 . Following the convention of Table 1 , we designate SExtractor non-detections in the blue proxy band as " · · · ". ETGs not detected at or above the 1σ completeness limits ( §3.2) in the bandpasses used to determine the rest-frame UV-optical colors are designated "-".
The (g ′ − r ′ ) rest and rest-frame Johnson V and r ′ apparent magnitudes are also provided in Table 5 . The (g ′ − r ′ ) rest colors were calculated using a method similar to the one outlined above for converting the observed photometry to rest-frame UV-optical colors, though the (g ′ − r ′ ) rest transformation function was calculated for a different proxy filter set (see Table 4 ). To calculate the Johnson V and r ′ apparent magnitudes presented in Table 5 , the F606W filter was fixed as the proxy filter and a linear transformation function was fit to the proxy and desired apparent magnitudes measured from the hybrid template library. Typically, we measure the difference for any proxy-desired bandpass pair to be small (less than 0.1 mag), but at higher redshifts, the redshifting of the Balmer break in the spectrum through the bandpass can produce larger offsets. Particularly, between the F606W and Johnson V bandpasses, these offsets can be as large as ∼1.1 mag
Discussion of Rest-Frame Panchromatic Photometry
In the upper panel of Figures 16 and 17, the apparent colors and associated photometric uncertainties bars are plotted for reference. We calculate these colors by simply differencing the apparent magnitudes in the proxy bandpasses for each redshift bin (see Table 4 ). We show in the lower panel of Figures 16 and 17 the (NUV-V) rest and (FUV-V) rest colors, which are calculated using the best-fit transformation function from §5. Each ETG is plotted with its measured photometric and -13 -systematic (i.e., associated with the transformation) uncertainties. An asterisk indicates that the ETG was identified by the radio or X-ray surveys of the CDF-S (see §3.5). Since many nearby ellipticals have strong internal UV-optical color gradients (Ohl et al. 1998; Jeong et al. 2009 ), we show the integrated (NUV-V) rest and (FUV-V) rest colors from the GALEX UV Atlas of Nearby Galaxies (Gil de Paz et al. 2007 ) for NGC 221 (M32), 1399, and 1404 (triangles). We select these specific ETGs, since they well-represent the evolved red sequence of ETGs in the local Universe.
We also show the rest-frame colors of three model galaxies, generated using the BC03 single burst templates (see §3.3) for three star-formation histories defined by Equation 1 for log(τ [Gyr])≃ 1.1 (blue),−0.3 (green), and −2.0 (red). For each model, we assume solar metallicity, a Salpeter IMF, no dust, and formation redshift z f = 4.0. The time since z f is plotted as the upper abcissa in each Figure. This formation redshift can be considered to represent the effective start of starformation in ETGs, because it is approximately halfway in cosmic time between the start of cosmic star-formation at z ≃ 10 ( Komatsu et al. 2011 ) and the (broad) peak of the cosmic star-formation history at z ≃ 2 (Madau et al. 1998 ).
Over the surveyed redshift range, Figures 16 and 17 show that the majority of ETGs have UV-optical colors no bluer than the log(τ [Gyr]) ≃ 1.1 single burst model, suggesting that these ETGs have not undergone a significant, recent star-formation event which would be identified by (NUV-V) rest −1.0 mag. Secondly, only a minority of ETGs can be well-described by a quiescent, instantaneous star-formation history that assumes a high formation redshift (z f = 4.0). Finally, we note that the "red envelope" of the (FUV-V) rest and (NUV-V) rest colors, the latter is most sensitive to recent star-formation, remains constant across the intermediate redshift z < 0.5.
Furthermore, few (1-2) ETGs at intermediate redshift (z 0.6) have measured rest-frame colors as red as those observed for the strongest UV upturn galaxy in the local Universe, NGC 1399. In §3.3 and §4 we showed that our selection criteria (unavoidably) defined a catalog that is deficient in bright (M< −22 mag) ETGs. If we assume a stellar mass-to-light ratio of these bright ETGs approximately equal to unity, then the masses of these ETGs are greater than ∼ 10 11 M ⊙ , e.g., early-type brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs, with stellar masses 10 10.5 <M * [M ⊙ ]< 10 11.5 ; see von den Linden 2007) and cD-type galaxies (M * [M ⊙ ] 10 12 ), which is consistent with the results presented with Figure 14 . From theory and observations of the UVX in low-redshift ETGs, we expect that an optimal sample for the study of the UVX at intermediate redshift would include the oldest ( 6 Gyr, Tantalo et al. 1996) and brightest ETGs. The latter is due to the observation that the strength of the UVX is positively correlated with host galaxy luminosity (Burstein et al. 1988) . Thus, the analysis in §3.3 and §4 suggested, and Figures 16 and 17 confirm, that our catalog is deficient in ETGs of the variety best-suited for the analysis of the UVX across cosmic time.
Some ETGs are likely to contain UVX stellar populations, but these ETGs are likely to be dominated in the UV by emission from young, not old, stellar populations. Any future work that seeks to model the UVX evolution over cosmic time using our catalog must do so with caution, and take care to include multiple stellar populations in the SED analysis.
-14 -At higher redshift (z 0.5), the rest-frame UV-optical colors are uniquely sensitive to recent star-formation, because the older evolved stellar populations do not contribute significantly to the UV SED of the host ETGs (Ferreras & Silk 2000; Yi et al. 2005; Kaviraj et al. 2007b Kaviraj et al. , 2009 . If the measured rest-frame colors of the ETGs are compared with the results from Yi et al. (2005) and Kaviraj et al. (2007a) , these colors indicate a wide range of star-formation histories ranging from continuous star-formation (log(τ [Gyr])= 1.1) to nearly-quiescent (log(τ [Gyr])= −0.3), assuming a uniform formation redshift of the majority stellar population.
In Figure 18 we show the rest-frame UV-optical color-color diagram for the ETGs that are brighter than the simulated 1σ 90% recovery limits (see §3.2), with photometric and systematic uncertainties included. Furthermore, we color-code the data to correspond with the redshift of the ETG; the color scheme is defined in Figure 18 . In Figure 18 , the (g ′ − r ′ ) rest colors of ETGs span 1 mag. The (g ′ − r ′ ) rest colors of the ETGs are also well-distributed as a function of redshift and color, which indicates that UV-optical transformation function defined in §5 is not affected by any large systematic uncertainties. In Figure 19 , we show the (g ′ − r ′ ) rest colors of the ETGs with respect to the absolute r ′ magnitudes. Since the color distribution is bounded by reasonable population synthesis models (Figures 16 and 17 ) and the the rest-frame optical photometry is unaffected by large amplitude systematic or photometric uncertainties (Figure 18 ), the bimodality in the (g ′ − r ′ ) rest colors which distinguishes luminous red ETGs from lower luminosity blue ETGs present in the Figure is not an artifact. Though the optical colors of ETGs are a poor discriminator of recent star-formation history of ETGs, the distribution of rest-frame optical colors supports the previous conclusion that there exists a diversity in the star-formation histories of these ETGs.
Finally, in Figures 16 and 17 , we note a transition from peaky star-formation histories for the highest redshift (z 1) ETGs to a more gradual and sustained star-formation in ETGs at low to intermediate redshifts (z 1) across the entire surveyed redshift range. Specifically, at high redshift (z 1), many ETGs appear to cluster near to the log(τ [Gyr])= −0.3 curve, whereas no low to intermediate redshift (z 1) ETGs exist on this curve and few have (FUV−V) rest 6. But we do not make an interpretation of this trend as it may not represent a physical transition. In §4 we outlined a number of biases implicit in optical-near IR spectroscopic redshift surveys that specifically select against red ETGs, both at intermediate and high redshift. The paucity of red ETGs at low to intermediate redshift may be partially attributed to the spectroscopic redshift incompleteness, and as a result, this transition would not indicate a physical evolution in the star-formation histories of these ETGs. To determine the significance of this apparent transition we require a catalog of ETGs selected in such a way that the biases introduced by spectroscopic redshift incompleteness are minimized. To produce this catalog, future selection and spectroscopic observations of intermediate and high redshift ETGs in the ERS field must be made in the near-IR.
-15 -
Summary
HST WFC3 provides novel insight into more than ∼50% of the epoch of cosmic star-formation history at redshift z 0.35, particularly due to its unique panchromatic coverage and sensitivity to rest-frame UV emission. In this first publication in a series, we present a ten-band (from HST ACS and WFC3, covering wavelengths between 2200Å -1.6µm) catalog of visually-selected ETGs with spectroscopically-confirmed redshifts (0.35 z 1.5). Results from this work extends conclusions drawn from studies of lower redshifts (z 0.35) ETG populations with GALEX and SDSS (Yi & Yoon 2004; Kaviraj et al. 2007a ). In particular, we have found significant diversity in the UV-optical colors of this population of ETGs, which is likely the result of recent star-formation.
Though the GOODS-S field contains 1000s of spectroscopic redshifts acquired from multiple, extensive ground-based surveys, spectroscopic redshifts have been measured for only a fraction of the morphologically-classified ETGs in the ERS field. We demonstrate that the catalog is representative of the class of ETGs, but is not a complete catalog of ETGs in the field. A panchromatic analysis of a mass-complete sample of intermediate to high (z 0.6) redshift ETGs would be tremendously beneficial for understanding the star-formation histories of ETGs at an epoch during which the Universal star-formation rate is declining from the peak rate at z ≃2. To produce such a sample for the ERS catalog, for which HST WFC3 imaging has provided unprecedented access to the rest-frame UV-optical SEDs of the ETGs, a ground-based spectroscopic campaign specifically designed to measure redshifts for the remainder of ETGs selected on the basis of this HST near-IR photometry is necessary.
In a sequel paper, we will present a complete analysis of the stellar population(s) extant in the ETGs using the panchromatic (UV-optical-near IR) broad-band photometry, which will extend the discussion in §3.3 to include a consideration of the local environment parameters ( §3.4) and new analysis of the ETG light profiles (i.e., measured Sérsic index, blue/red-Core ETGs, see e.g., Suh et al. 2010) . This analysis will be specifically focused on investigating the role that small galaxy group dynamics and minor mergers may play in modifying the star-formation history of the ETGs. Until a successor observatory to HST is available, with comparable UV sensitivity and spatial resolution, these public ERS, and similar HST UVIS and IR, data represent the best opportunity for this panchromatic study of the evolution of ETGs and their stellar populations at intermediate redshift.
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A. Red-Leak
Ultraviolet observations of objects with weak UV emission and red SEDs may be prone to significant red-leaks, where long-wavelength photons can be incorrectly counted as UV photons. Despite significant efforts by the WFC3 instrument team to minimize red-leaks, it is important to understand this effect on the photometry of a typical ETG.
We measure the red-leak associated with each of the WFC3 UVIS filter response curves (see Figure 20 ) for model SEDs defined over a range of redshift 0.35 z 1.5by measuring the ratio of flux at λ > 4000Å to the total:
where ν 0 = c/4000Å, F ν represents the flux per unit frequency associated with the model spectrum, and T ν is the filter response 8 .
Because the UV emission profile of an homogeneously old ETG model can vary significantly with the models of the UVX stellar populations (see §4), we measured the effect of filter red-leak for two template spectra. We used the Coleman, Wu and Weedman (1980) Elliptical and a BC03 exponentially-declining star-formation template with log(τ [Gyr])= −2.0 and an absolute age of ∼12 Gyr (even when current cosmology dictates that such an old model is infeasible) to define our model SEDs. We consider the grid of model spectra for the redshift range, 0.35 z 1.5, and provide the maximum red-leak measured for this grid in Table 6 . We conclude that the filter red-leak in this redshift range is never larger than 3.5%, even for the bluest F225W filter. Notes-Objects detected in the ERS F160W mosaic but not measured by SExtractor in the ERS or GOODS mosaics are designated " · · · ". 1σ 90% recovery limits were calculated in Section 3.2 to be equal to F225W=26.5, F275W=26.6, F336W=26.4, & F435W=26.7 mag. Detections fainter than these recovery limits are designated "-". Measured photometric uncertainties, ∆m, are provided for each ETG.
Figure 1a: Ten-band thumbnails of the first ten ETGs listed in Table 1 of objects in the CDF-S is plotted as a dot-dashed histogram. The number of objects for which redshifts have been determined in the CDF-S has been scaled downwards by a factor of 75, so that both redshift distributions could be plotted on the same axis for comparison. The peaks in this distribution indicate largescale structure in the CDF-S. Our selection of ETGs amplifies these peaks because ETGs are known to be more strongly clustered than field galaxies. NotesCol. 1 : GOODS Identifier String Col. 2 : Galaxies identified in X-ray, Radio, or both surveys are denoted here by "X*", "R*" or "XR*", respectively. Col. 3 : X-ray and optical spectral classification of ETGs are from Szokoly et al. (2004) . For X-ray classifications, objects are primarily distinguished by the hardness ratio (HR) of the X-ray spectrum: ≤ 0.2 for AGN-1 (>-0.2 for AGN-2). For Optical classification, "BLAGN" denotes a broad-line AGN source; "HEX" ("LEX") indicates "high" ("low") degree of excitation; "ABS" denotes a typical galaxy absorption line system; for more details on these designations see Szokoly et al. (2004) . -28 - 
Note. -The parameter space represented in the grid of spectral model templates used to determine the (NUV-V), (FUV-V), (g ′ -r ′ ) colors is provided here. The variable parameters outlined here are as follows : t 2 = time of second star formation burst; f 2 = fraction of stars generated in second burst; Z 2 = stellar metallicity of second burst; E(B-V) = dust extinction parameter. For complete details of the model templates and their star formation histories, see Section 5 The absolute F606W magnitudes were measured for the ETGs using the best-fit single burst stellar population model to the SED of each ETG as outlined in §3.3. We overplot the photometric completeness limits (solid curve), which we derived from the recovery limits (see §3.2). Lower Panel : In addition to the apparent F606W magnitudes measured for the ETGs, we overplot the apparent F606W magnitudes of a maximally old BC03 model galaxy with a star-formation history defined by Equation 1, with log(τ [Gyr])=−0.3 and z f =4.0. For each model, we assume no dust, solar metallicity and a Salpeter IMF. The only free parameter was the stellar mass of the template galaxy, which we overplot for each curve. The majority of ETGs are bounded by the 10<log(M [M ⊙ ])<12 curves; in comparison to published mass functions of massive galaxies (e.g., Marchesini et al. 2009 ) this suggests that these ETGs are near or above the characteristic stellar mass. We provide for both panels, at right, a number histogram, corresponding to the plotted absolute (apparent) magnitudes. .8-274129.3 -dust; J033236.7-274406.4 -S0; J033244.9-274309 .0 -compact. These images were generated using the GOODS ACS Cutout Tool, available online at http://archive.stsci.edu/eidol v2.php Table 5 : Early-Type Galaxies Catalog, Converted Photometry Notes: Subscripts on column headings designate whether the colors are observed ("p"-proxy) or rest-frame ("r"). Galaxies that were SExtractor detections but fell below the 90%1-σ completeness limits (see §3.2) in one or more filters used in the transformation are denoted "-". ETGs which were SExtractor non-detections in the blue proxy band are denoted " · · · "(see §2). The uncertainties, ∆m, reported for rest-frame quantities include measured photometeric and systematic uncertainties (see §3.2 and 5).
-34 - calculate the observed colors by differencing the observed photometry for the combination of WFC/ACS filters that most closely matches that region of spectrum assessed by the NUV and Johnson V filters, respectively (see Table 4 ). On the upper abscissa, we provide the time (Gyr) since z f =4.0 for reference see text. Bottom Panel : The (NUV-V) rest colors of the final catalog of ETGs. We plot photometric and systematic (associated with the transformation function, see §5) uncertainties for all detected ETGs. We plot ETGs detected in Radio and/or X-ray surveys of the GOODS-S field with an "asterisk" ( * ). Photometric upper limits, defined by the recovery limits discussed in §3.2, are overplotted as downward-pointing arrows. We plot the colors of three, maximally old simple stellar evolution models derived from BC03, assuming a fixed redshift of formation (z f = 4.0), and a star-formation history defined by Equation 1 with log(τ [Gyr])≃ 1.1 (Blue), −0.3 (Green) and −2.0 (Red). Note that the low redshift evolution of the (NUV-V) rest color is an empirical fit to the UVX in quiescent ETGs at this redshift, and is not motivated by a physical theory of the stellar sources of the UVX.
-36 - The conversion between the observed and rest-frame colors of the ETGs is outlined in §5. All data are color-coded according to the redshift-color scheme defined in the bottom panel. The span of rest-frame colors in these panels likely indicates recent star-formation in many ETGs (cf. Kaviraj et al. 2007b) . Paper II will model the star-formation histories of the ETGs in more detail.
-38 - Using the BC03 and CWW template spectra, we estimate that for a typical ETG at 0.35 z 1.5 the red-leak is R 3%. For more details, see Appendix A and Table 6 .
